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The structure-generatlng functions of regular sets and the D0L growth 
functions are characterized. Our result is: A rational function f(z) with integral 
coefficients i  a structure-generating fu ction of a regular set if and only if (1) the 
constant term of its denominator is 1 and that of its numerator is 0, (2) every 
coefficient an of its Taylor series expansion is nonnegative, and (3) every pole 
of the minimal absolute value offi(z) = 52~_ 0 anM+¢ zn is of the form re, where 
r > 0 and e is a root of unity for any integer M/> 1 and i = 0, 1,..., M -- i. 
Also stated are a result on the star height problem and an analogous charac- 
terization of the growth functions of D0L systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The structure-generating functions (sgf's) of e-free regular sets are charac- 
terized. 
Kuich (1970), in his study of the entropy of context-free languages, has 
shown that the sgf's are rational functions whose coefficients of the Taylor 
expansion are nonnegative integers. Berstel (1971) has shown that poles of the 
R+-recognizable functions on the circle of convergence must be roots of unity, 
and from his result we know that the converse of Kuich's result does not hold. 
In  this paper we show that the inverse of a slightly modified version of 
Berstel's theorem holds and we characterize the structure-generating functions 
of regular sets. Our proof is, of course, constructive and we also show that 
every regular set has its sgf-equivalent counterpart whose star height is at most 2. 
Our method is also applicable to DOL systems and a characterization f their 
growth functions is also stated. 
The main results of this paper are obtained independently b Soittola (1976a,b) 
by different methods. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation. Throughout he paper we fix an infinite set 2J of letters and 
assume that every regular set R is constructed from a finite number of elements 
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of Z, that is, R C ZI* for some ~1 C Z, I Z1 I < ~.  Without loss of generality we 
assume that regular sets are e-free and denote that class of all E-free regular 
sets by ~.  
DEFINITION 1. A structure-generating function gR of a regular set R is 
g.(~) = ~ ~.~-, 
where a~ is the number of words of length n in R. It is known that g~(z) can be 
expressed by a rational function of integral coefficients (Kuich, 1970) and we 
denote a class of such rational functions by N, 
= {g~(~) i R ~ ~}. 
DEFINITION 2. ~,~ is a minimal class of rational functions which satisfies 
(1) z~- ,  and 
(2) iff, gE~thenf  @g, f "g, f / (1 - - f )~ ,wherez i savar iab le  
symbol and we call f/(1 - - f )  the pseudo-inverse off .  
DEFINITION 3. ~ is a class of rational functions of the form 
qxz + ... + q,,~z ~
f (z )  = 1 + plz + "" + p~z t = ~ a"z'~' 
where the pi's and qi's are integers and satisfy the following conditions. 
(1) Coefficients a~ of its Taylor expansion are nonnegative integers, and 
(2) every pole z 0 of the minimal absolute value of fi(z) = ~o a,~M+i Z ~ 
is of the form z o = rE, where r - -  ] z 0 I and e is a root of unity for any integer 
M >~ 1 and i =0 ,  1,..., M- -1 .  
DEFINITION 4. A partial Taylor series of order N of a rational function 
f (z )  = Q(z)/P(z) is defined by 
N Q,,-(Z) ZN+~ ' (2.1) 
= Z + 5 
where P(z), O(z), and ON(Z) are polynomials. This partial series can be easily 
obtained by dividing Q(z) by P(z), starting from the lowest-order term of z and 
stopping after aN has been obtained. Of course, the remainder [QN(z)/P(z)]z x+* 
produces terms of higher order than N. 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION OF sgf's OF REGULAR SETS 
In this section we obtain a characterization theorem maintaining that N = 
by showing that N = ~ and ~ = ~.  The first equality ~f = ~" is rather 
straightforward and f f  C~ is due to Berstel; this section is mainly devoted to 
establishing o ~ D .5~. 
THEOREM 1. ~:~.  
Proof. ~ C Y is immediate from the definition of o ~ and the fact that 
every regular set on 27 is obtained unambiguously by applying union, catenation, 
and catenation closure to finite subsets of 27 (Eilenberg, 1974, pp. 186). 
D Y is shown as follows by using [ 271 = oo. Let f l ,  f~ c N and f l  = gR~, 
fz = gR2. Here we can choose R 1 and R2 as RtCZ I* ,  ReCZ~*,  and 
Z1 c~ 2z = ;~, and f l  q-f~ = gRtwR ~ ~ (if, f l fz  = gR1R 2 E ~. As R 1 is e-free, 
R t =a~S 1k J . ' 'Ua~S~,  where a iEZ ,  S i={wIa i  w~Ra}. By introducing 
new symbols bi ~ 27 -- 271, where R 1 C Z'l* , and constructing R 0 = blS 1 L; "" u 
b,S~, we can show that fl/(1 - - f l )  = gR 2 ~ fY. Of course z = g~} e N (a ~ Z) 
and this completes the proof. 
The following lemma is used frequently without reference. 
LEMMA 1. (i) Any polynomial with nonnegative integral coefficients belongs 
to ~.  (ii) I f  f, g E ~ then g/(1 -- f )  = g + gf/(1 -- f )  c ~'. 
= k b i _ LEMMA 2. I f  f (z)  Ei=l iz/(1 cz) c~,  that is, Zik=l bi ck-i ~ 0 for 
1 ~ k ~ m and c > O, bi are integers, then f (z)  ~ Y .  
Proof. Straightforward by expanding f into a partial Taylor series. 
In the following we fix an arbitrary function f (z)  in -~ and assume its form as 
0(z) 0(* )  
f ( z )  - P (z )  - (1 - o~lz)K1 (1 - -  c~zz)*:2 .-. (1 - -  %z)K~ ' 
(3.1) 
where a 1 .... , a~ are inverses of poles of f (z)  and I cql >~ i c%l >/ ". ~> [c~ s I, 
and Ki is a nonnegative integer called "multiplicity of a i ." We will use "inverse 
pole" tO denote the ai's. As the expansion coefficients o f f (z )  are nonnegative 
we can easily show that 
cq = 1/r > 0, 
where r is a radius Of convergence of the Taylor series and therefore cq > 0 
(Pringsheim's theorem). Without loss of generality we assume that Q(1/~) =/- 0 
in what follows. 
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LEMMA 3. Assume that the multiplicity K1 of the inverse pole ~1 is 1 and 
% > 1% [,..., [°ts ] in (3.1). I f f ( z )  is expanded into a partial Taylor series as in 
(2.1), where 




PI(z) = (1 - -  %z) K~ "'" (1 - -  %z) K* 
Qu(z)/qN ° --~ Pl(Z) as N ~ co; 
Proof. 
tion of QN(z) 
Qu(z) = qu°P(z) + QN+I(Z) z
and re(N) ---- l - -  1 for sufficiently large N, and we have 
q~¢+1 ~--- q/N +1 - -  Pi+lqN ° (i = 0,..., 1 -- 2), 
qN+l --Plq ° .  
From these equalities, we have 
0 qO + plqO_l 4" "'" + PzqN-z = 0 
and 
l im [qNi/qN °] = coefficient of z i in PI(z). 
g~ o~ 
Let P(z) = (1 - -  %z) PI(z) = 1 4. p lz  + "'" + pzz ~. From the defini- 
• 0 qN" = qON+i 4" PlqN+~-I + "'" + Piq ° "  
As the characteristic equation of (3.2) is 
x z -~ plx z-1 4" "'" 4" Pz : (x -- %)(x -- %)K2 ... (X -- %)K, = O, 
SO 
s Ki--I 
qN ° = h% N 4- ~ ~ ht~NJai u 
i=2 j=o  
for some h, his , and as % > I ak I (k = 2,..., s) and h v 6 0 by Q(1/al) v ~ 0, 
l im i o ' ~-~ N~ [qN /qN ] = ~1" 4" P1% + "'" + P~" 
(3.2) 
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On the other hand, Pa(z )= (1 +p~z + ... +p~zZ) / (1 -  cqz) and the 
coefficient of z i of Pl(z)  is given by 
i i--i 
al @Pl~I @ "'" +P i -  
This completes the proof. 
In the following we prove that anyfE  .~ is in ~-  step by step according to the 
condition that f satisfies. 
L E M M A  4. Let f ~ ~.  I f  the multiplicity K 1 of the inverse pole cq is 1 and 
a~>~1% [ (explicitly ~ > 2 (21/m + 1 +[a  2 I)/(21/"* - -  1),m =K 2 + .-. +Ks) ,  
then f ~ o ~.  
Pro@ For som e sufficiently large N,  we expand f into a partial Taylor series 
as in (2.1). As an >~ 0 (1 ~ n ~< N), ~=1 an znE  o~ and we need only prove 
that QN(Z)ZN+I/P(z) ~ 5 .  
Let d 1 ,..., dr, be 
Pl(Z) = (1 - -  a2z) K . . . .  (1 - -  %z) K' 
= l +d lz  +""  +d,~z  ~ 
and choose t = [%/2], where [x] means the largest integer which is not beyond x, 
and express P(z)  as 
P(z)  = (1 - -  %z)(1 + d~z + "" + d.~z m) 
= l - -  tg  - -  {((~1 - -  d l  - -  t ) z  ~-  (O~ld 1 - -  d2)z  2 -~l " '"  
+ (~1d~_1 - d~)~ + ~dm~+~} 
= 1 - -  tz  - -  (elz + e2z ~ + "'" + em+lZm+l), 
where the ei's are integers given by 
el = a 1 - -  dl - -  t, e~+l = ~ldm, 
and 
Then 
e i  : O~ld i _  1 - -  d) (i ---- 2,..., m). 
- - / ( i  
Let Ek=Z~=le3  ~-i for k=l  .... ,m+l .  
dm+l = 0, E k can be written as 
?~--1 
E~ = (~1 - -  t) F~ d~t~-t-~ - -  a~.  
i=0 
E~ +1 e# ) 
1 - -  tz  " 
Assuming that d o = 1 and 
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As 0 < t < a 1 - -  t by the choice of t and Idol ~< (~) 
by the definition of d~, 
E~ >~ t ~ _ 
i=1 
(2t ~-  (a 1 - -  t -b [a2 l)'~)/t ~-k. 
By the assumption on aa and %,  
and we have E k > 0 for k -= 1,..., m + 1; therefore by Lemma 2, 
m+l 
y~ ~,~'/(t - tz) ~- .  
i=1 
Next, consider QN(z)zU+l/(1 - -  tz). By Lemma 3, qu i can be expressed as 
qN i = qNOdi(1 + ¢Ni), 
where limu~ ~ EN i = 0 (i = 1,..., m), and 
QN(Z) Z N+I __ qNO{Z @ d1(1 -]- ,N 1) Z 2 @""  @ d,~(1 + eu ~) z ~+x} zu 
~2 li for 1 <~i<~m 
(3.3) 
1- - t z  1 - - t z  
For sufficiently large N,  we can show that 
t k + dl(1 + eul)t '~-1 + "'" + dz~(1 + eN k) > 0 
by the same method as that used for showing Ek > 0, and as qu ° =- as+~ is 
a nonnegative integer, we have by Lemma 2 
QN(Z)zN+I/(1 --  tz) ~ ~.  (3.4) 
From (3.3), (3.4), and Lemma 1 we can conclude that 
9(N)zN+I/P(z)  ~ ~" 
and this completes the proof. 
Now consider the case where the inverse pole % is multiple. The next lemma 
implies that the multiple case can be decomposed into simple cases. 
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LEMMA 5. Any polynomial with integral coefficients of the form P(z) : 
(1 - -  ~z) K R(z), where R(1/a) # 0 and K >/2, can be factored into (K @ 1) 
polynomials with integral coefficients Ro(z), Pa(z),..., PK(z), that is, 
P(z) = Ro(z ) P~(z) "" PK(Z), 
where P~(z) = (1 --  az) R~(z) (i = 1,..., K) and R~(1/~) # 0 (i = 0, 1,..., K). 
Proof. Consider the factorization of P(z) into irreducible polynomials with 
rational coefficients. As no irreducible equation on a field of characteristic 0 can 
have multiple roots, we know that P(z) can be factored into polynomials 
Pl(z),..., Pz¢(z) and Ro(z ) with rational coefficients, where Pi(z) = (1 -- az) R~(z) 
and R~(1/~) = 0, and the coefficients of Ro(z), P~(z) can be made integers by a 
theorem on polynomials (for example, Birkhoff and MacLane, 1969). 
LEMMA 6. I f  f e ~ and a I ~ I "2 I,'", t aS [ then f ~ Y .  
Proof. We expand f(z) = Q(z)/P(z)~ ~ into a partial Taylor series and 
factor P(z) as in Lemma 5. 
N 
f(z) = Z a,zn + fN(Z), 
n=l 
Qu(~) 
fN(Z) = PI(Z) "'" PK~(z) Ro(Z )
First we show that for sufficiently large N 
~N+I. 
fN(Z) el(~)/w~N ~ ~.  
Let fN(z ) = Z~=N+~ a.z n and Rl(z ) = (1 + dlz @ '" @ d~z"); then 
oo 
fN(Z) P~(z) = Z a~zn( 1-- axz)(1 @ dl,~ -U""  _/_ dra2~m) 
n=N+l 
~- ~ gn zn, 
n=N+l  
where 
gn = (am - a la . _ l )  + d l (a . _ l  - -  a la . _2)  + " .  
As an = q°+l satisfies (3.2) for sufficiently large n and the characteristic equation 
of (3.2) has root ai of multiplicity K i ,  
KI--1 .~ Ki--1 
an = ~ hljNJ% ~ + Z ~ hljnJa~ n" (3.5) 
j=O j=2 j=O 
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As cq >~ 1% I,.-., 1% [ and N is sufficiently large, putting K = K 1 -- 1, 
g~-hlxeq' [n  x - - (n -1 )* ]  >0 for n>/N+l  
(note that hlK > 0 as a~ ) 0 for all n >/ 1) and fu(Z) PI(Z)/z N satisfies condi- 
tion (1) of Definition 3• Condition (2) is apparently satisfied by the assumption 
fe .~,  so 
g(~) =f~(~)P~(~)/~e.~. 
As fN(z) = [z~V/Pt(z)] g(z) and % is an inverse pole of multiplicity K 1 --  1 
in g(z), we can repeat he above process to obtain 
N1 zN1 t )[2 zN~ t zNKI-1 
f(z) = E a.z" + PI~)-  [,z=l}E bn~~ @ P~(z) ( " ' "  -~- p Kt_l(Z-- ~ 
,.1 l il × I Z cnz~ + h(z) ... (3.6) ~z=l Px,(z) Ro(z ) ' 
where a~, b~ ,..., c~ are nonnegative integers, N~ = N, and h(z)/PK~(Z ) Ro(z ) ~.~. 
On the other hand, the assumption % >~ [ c~i I for i > /2  implies zN~/Pi(z) ~ 
as in the case of g(z) and as zN~/Pe(z) and h(z)/PK~(Z ) Ro(z ) have the inverse 
pole % of multiplicity 1 they belong to ~" by Lemma 4; therefore f e f t .  
LEMMA 7. For a rational function f and a positive integer M, define [f ]M as 
M--1 
[f]M =- ~ f(coO)/M, 
j=0 
where co = exp(27r~/-----]-/M); then for each f c ~ there exist fo ,..., fM-, such that 
the following hold. 
(1) 
(2) 
f,(~M) = [~-~f(~)] , .  
f~(~) - fi(0) z ~.  
I f  inverse poles of f  are %,..., %~ then those of f~ are among aiM,..., c% M. 
M--X i t M f(z) = E~=o zy~(z ). 




It can be easily shown that 
[~n]M = ~n when n is a multiple of M, 
= 0 otherwise, 
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and 
[z-if(z)]M = ~ anM+i znM 
n=O 
so [z-if(z)]M can be expressed as a rational function whose denominator has no 
terms of the form z k with k ~ 0 (mod M). Therefore, by considering the form 




R(z) = l ]  (1 -  ~1¢o~z)"" (1 -  %~¢oJz) 
j=O 
= (1 - ~ - ) . . .  (1 - ~-z - )  
and S(z) is a polynomial with (possibly) complex coefficients. Let r~ ,..., r~ be 
R(z) = 1 + rlz M + "" + rmzmM; 
then r i is a symmetric function of ~1 ,..., c% and can be expressed as 
r~ = Ai(c~ ,..., c~), 
where d l  is an integral polynomial of m-variables and Q ,..., c,~ are fundamental 
symmetric functions ofcq ,..., c%. As q ,..., % are coefficients of the denominator 
(1 - -  ~lZ) "'" (1 - -  ~z)  o f f ( z ) ,  ri is an integer i f f~ .  As for S(z), 
q2=O 
implies that S(z) is also a polynomial of z 'vt with integral coefficients. 
Now- it is immediate that fi(z) defined by 
fi(z) = ~ a~M+i zn 
satisfies the properties tated and this completes the proof. 
Now we state a procedure to show that ~ C ~.  
f l y (z )  ~ ~ then ~fla~ . . . .  ~y~ ~> 1 and we have 
(1) ~1 > 1 and for somep,  
or 
(2) ~1 =[~21 --  - -  ~s] : 1. (3.7) 
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First, consider case (1). Let r be the radius of convergence off(z)  and 
% = l / r ,  
a i = exp(2rr ~/~ ki/l~)/r for 2~i~p,  
(3.8) 
where ki, li : integers. For a sufficiently large common multiplier M of 12 .... , l~ , 
we represent f (z)  as the sum of the zifi(zM)'s as in Lemma 7. Inverse poles of 
fi(z) -- fi(O) E~ are among 1/r M, M %+1 ,'", as M, where 1/rM~l M %+11,..., t a2' I 
and zifi(z M) = zi[fi(z M) --  fi(0)] + fi(O)z i, so by Lemma 6, f ( z )~ ~" if every 
fi(z) has the inverse pole 1/r M. When this condition does not hold and there 
exist fj(z) whose inverse poles are a M a M where p + 1 ~< ql q, ~< s, we 
ql  ~ ' ' "  qt ~ ' ' "~ 
apply this procedure recursively to fj(z) -- fj(O) as it is in -~ and we can finally 
show that f (z)  E ~ since t < s. 
When condition (2) holds, f (z)  can be expressed as the sum of the zifi(zM)'s 
for j~(z )= hi (z) / (1-  z) r~ as in case (1), where hi(z ) is a polynomial and 
M = 1.c.m. (l 2 ,..., ls). By the method used in the proof of Lemma 6,fi(z) can be 
transformed into 
N1 I Nz l Z N1 . Z NK-1  fi(z) = Y~ ~z~ + z~ Y~ b~z~ + ~ ... + l ~  
n=O 1 -- Z ~n=l 
× y~ ~z~ -~ T - - -~  . . . .  ' 
[n=l 
where a~, b~ ,..., c~,, d are nonnegative integers, and we can easily show that 
zifi(z M) e ~,  therefore f (z)  e ~.  
From the above considerations we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. ~ C Y .  
The inverse inclusion is essentially due to Berstel (1971). 
THEOREM 3 (Berstel). ~ D ~' .  
Pro@ As z e ~ and ~ is apparently closed under sum and product, we need 
only prove that i f f  ~ ~ thenf  + - - f / (1 -- f )  e @; that is, every pole of [z-if(z)]M 
on the circle of convergence is of the form re, where r > 0 and • is a root of 
unity. Let f (z)  = O(z)/P(z), where P, Q are polynomials; then we can easily 
show that 
[ z - i f+(z ) ]M = R(zM)/(P(z ")  -- Q(zM)) 
for some polynomial R. Therefore very pole of [z-if+(z)]v is a root off(z M) = 1 
and if r is its radius of convergence then f (r  M) - -  1 by Pringsheim's theorem. 
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Let z 0 ~-r  exp(~¢/--~10) be an arbitrary pole of [z-if(z)]M on the circle of 
convergence; then 
1 = [ f ( zoV) l  <~f( I  Zo v ]) =f( rv )  = 1 
~o n and when f (z )  ~- ~.~=o a~z , an ~ O, we have 
E anrnM exp(~/-- 1nMO) = ~ anr TM, 
so there exist integers p, q such that 0 ~ 2~p/q and this completes the proof. 
Combining Theorems 1, 2, and 3 we have the next characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 4. A rational function f (z )  with integral coefficients is a structure- 
generating function of an e-free regular set if and only i f  
(1) the constant erm of its denominator is 1 and that of its numerator is 0; 
(2) every coefficient a n of the Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of z = 0 
is a nonnegative integer; and 
oo ~b 
(3) every pole z o of the minimal absolute value of fi(z) = ~=0 a~M+i Z is 
of the form z o = re, where r =] z 0 ] and e is a root of unity for any integer M >/1 
and i = 0,..., M -- 1. 
The structure-generating functions of regular sets are the same as the N- 
recognizable functions of Eilenberg (1974) and the above theorem also charac- 
terizes N-recognizable functions. By considering the details of our proof we see 
that it applies well also for R+- and Q+-recognizable functions. Here we define 
them as counterparts of o~ (this is not the original definition of Eilenberg). 
DEFINITION 5. A rational function with coefficients in R+ (or Q+) is R+- (or 
Q+-) recognizable iff it is obtained from z by repeated applications of multiplica- 
tions by a ~ R+ (or Q+), additions, products, and pseudo-inverses, where R+ 
(or Q+) is the set of nonnegative r al (or rational) numbers. 
THEOREM 5. A rational function with coefficients in R+ (or Q+) is R+- (or O+-) 
recognizable if and only if it satisfies: 
(1) The constant erm of its denominator is nonzero and that of its numerator 
is zero; 
(2) every expansion coefficient a, in the neighborhood of z : 0 is in R+ 
(or Q+); and 
(3) every pole z o of the minimal absolute value of f i(z ) = Z~=o a,M+i Z '~ is 
of the form z o = re, where r = ] z o I and ¢ is a root of unity for any integer M ~ 1 
and i = 0,..., M- -  1. 
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Finally, we give a theorem on the star height of regular sets. 
DEFINITION 6. Regular sets R 1 and R 2 are sgf-equivalent iff gR1 = gR~. 
THEOREM 6. For any regular set R 1 there exists a regular set Rz which is sgf- 
equivalent to R 1 and of star height at most 2. 
Proof. Let us consider our proof of ~ C f t .  
Suppose f (z)  ~ ~ is given. First, repeated uses of Lemma 7 decompose f (z)  
into a sum of functions whose inverse poles al, ~2,.--, a~ satisfy al >~ [ a2 [ .... , I as [ 
and ~1 > 1, or al - - % = 1 (hereafter we only consider the former case 
because subsequent processes are similar for the latter case). In this process no 
pseudo-inverse f+  is introduced. In the second step we may apply Lemma 6 to 
transform these functions into expressions such as the right-hand side of (3.6). 
Then Lemma 4 is used to process the functions zNi/Pi(z ) and h(z)/PK~(z) Ro(z )
and to transform them into expressions of the form 
a~z~ + 1 -  t z  1 -  tz ' n=l 
where A(z), B(z) are polynomials, and functions of the form A(z)/(1 -- tz) are 
now expressed, by Lemma 2, as 
A~z ~ 
A lz  + "'" + Ak-xZ~-i -~ 1 - -  t z  ' 
where the A,'s are nonnegative integers, and shown to belong to ~ using the 
pseudo-inverse only once. Therefore the depth of the nest of pseudo-inverses 
ill the construction of f according to the syntax of ~ is at most 2 and this 
completes the proof. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF D0L GROWTH FUNCTIONS 
Our method is also applicable to the characterization f the class of generating 
functions of the growth functions of DOL systems. In this case the situation is 
somewhat complicated by the fact that functions of the form [ f ]g ,  M >/2,  
cannot be the generating functions of the DOL growth functions and we must use 
Lemma 7 before Lemmas 4 and 6. 
In the following we state characterization theorems of DOL growth functions 
but only the outlines of the proof are stated because the techniques used are 
very similar to those for the case of regular sets and are easily inferred from 
them. 
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DEFINITION 7. A DOL system is a triple G= (A, ~, co), where A is a finite 
set of letters, 3 is a homomorphism from A into A*, and co ~ A*. The growth 
function at(n) of G is defined by aG(n) = lg(3~(co)), where lg denotes the length 
of the word and ~ is the n-fold composition of & The generating function fa(z) 
of at(n) is given by 
fd~) = ~ a~(n) ~" 
and we denote the class of all such generating functions by ~,  that is, 
9 = {fa(z) I G is a DOL system}. 
DEFINITION 9. (ff is a class of rational functions of the form 
qo + ql z @ "'" @ qm zn~ 
f (z )  l + ~z  T : :" + p~z ~ = ~ a.z~, 
~0 
where the pi's and qi's are integers, and satisfy either: 
(1) there exists N such that am > 0 for n < N and am = 0 for all n >/N,  
or  
(2) a~, > 0 and a~+l/a~ is bounded for any n, and every pole z o of the 
minimal absolute value is of the form z o = re, where r = / Zo I and e is a root 
of unity. 
Notation. In the following we assume that symbols and terms have the same 
meanings as in the previous section if they are not explicitly defined. 
The purpose of this section is to show that ~ = c~. ~ C W is immediate from 
Berstel's theorem and the definition of DOL systems. Every polynomial in c~ is 
apparently in ~;  therefore we need only show that ~ D ~o, where c~ 0 is a subset 
of ~ such that every function in W 0 is a nonpolynomial rational function. 
We assume every f (z)  = Q(z ) /P (z )~o is of form (3.1) with the same 
constraints (i) c~ > 0, (ii) ~ ~> [~ I /> "'" >/ [c% [, and (iii) Q(1/c~) v~ 0. 
First we give a closure property of class ~.  
DEFINITION 10. For rational functions f (z)  and g(z), (1) shift and (2) quasi- 
quotient off, g are defined by 
N co 
(1) Z~,=o a~ zn + zU+a g(z), where f (z)  = Z,=o a~ z'*, 
and 
(2) g(z)/(1 --U(zM)zM), where M is a positive integer, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 8. ~@ is closed under (1) addition, (2) shift, and (3) quasi-quotient. 
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Proof. Closure under addition and shift is due to Ruohonen (1975). Closure 
under quasi-quotient can be proved in the identical way as Theorem 6 of 
Ruohonen (1975) after one notes that 9 is closed under quasi-inverse (a quasi- 
inverse o f f (z )  is defined by 1/(1 --  zf(z))) .  
In the following we give three lemmas, which correspond to Lemmas 7, 4, 
and 6, respectively, in the case of regular sets. 
LEMMA 9. For a rational function f ~ g~o and a positive integer IVI, define 
[ f ]u as in Lemma 7; then there exist f o ,..., f u 1 ~ g'o such that 
(1) A(z ) = 
(2) /f inverse poles o f f  are % ,..., ~ then those of f i (z)  are among aM,..., ~ M. 
Furthermore multiplicities of %M in the f i 's are equal. 
M--1 
(3) f ( z )  = Zi=o zifi(zM) • 
Proof. Conditions (1) and (3) and the first half of (2) are proved as in 
Lemma 7. As for the latter half of (2), suppose there exist i and j such that the 
multiplicity of %M in f i (z)  is larger than that in f j(z). 
As expansion coefficients ai. n and a~,n of fl and f j  are given by expressions 
such as the right-hand side of (3.5) and a,,M+k = ak,~ for k ~ M --  1, we can 
easily show that a~M+i/a~M+j ~ ai,~/ay, ~ is not bounded and this contradicts 
the boundedness of a~+l/a ~ . Therefore the latter half of (2) holds. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose fo(Z),..., fM_l(z ) E ~o have a common denominator, that is, 
f i (z)  = Qi(z)/P(z) for i = 0,..., M --  1. I f  the multiplicity K 1 of the inverse 
pole % is 1 and % >~ [ % ],..., ]ee, 1, then f ( z )  = ~]i=0M-a zYitzi'" M') ~ 9 .  
Proof. For sufficiently large N, we expand f i  into a partial Taylor series 
as in (1.1): 
" Q,=(z) 
f,(z) = y. a,.,z" + 
Then 
M--1 ~ EM01 QiN(Z M) Z i 
f ( z )  = ~ ~ ai.~z ~M+i + p(zM ) z (N+a)M. 
i=0 n=0 
As ai. . 3> 0 for all i, n by f i  ~ ~o we have 
M--1 N 
~, Z a.,,nznM+i c 9 
i=0 n=0 
M--1 M and we need only prove that g(z) = Y~i=o Q~N(z ) z~/P(z M) ~ 9 .  We transform 
g(z) as in the proof of Lemma 4: 
g(z) = Z~S a QiN(zM) zi_/(1 ~i=aX ~'÷x eiz (i-1)M zM|X 
1 - -  tz M / \  1 --  ~ 1" 
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As each Qiu(Z)/(1 - tz) can be transformed into the form 
~iN('~) -- bi o + bi,lZ @ "'" ~- bi,m_lZ'-i @ lbi'raz~m-- tz 
1 --  tz " 
where bi, j > 0 by the choice of t, we have 
~M--1 F) [zM'~ zi m--1 M--1 ~Mo1 bi'~zi z ~M e ~,  (4. l) 
4=01 --k3iNktz u ) = 2 2 bi,j2flM+i @ 1 -- t2; M 
j~O i-O 
M--1 
as ~ is closed under shift operation and ~i=o bi,mzi/(1 --  tzM) ~ ~ by Lemma 8 
(take f l  = X bi,,~ zi, f2 -~ t). 
On the other hand we can easily verify that 
m+l 
Z eizi-1/( 1 -- tz) ~ (4.2) 
i=1 
from the argument used in showing (3.3). Therefore by (4.1), (4.2), and 
Lemma 8 we can conclude that g(z) ~ ~ and this completes the proof. 
LEMMA 11. / f  fo(z),..., )'M_l(z)~ ~o have a common denominator, that is, 




of Lemma 6, 
( 2\r Z N2+l ( 
1~i zNI+I 1% b4 nzn ~ t " ' + -  fi(z) = 2 ai'n zn @ p~y , p2(z )
~=0 ~ n=0 
Ill x IZ  ~4 ~+ .-. ~=o,  ' PK#)  Ro(~)  ' 
Everyf4(z ) can be transformed into a form such as (3.6) in the proof 
,Z, NKI--1 +1 
PK~-I(Z) 
where (i) ai,,,, b¢ . . . . . . .  c~,~ are positive integers, (ii) Pi(z) = (1 - -axz  ) Ri(z), 
Ri(1/%) ~ 0 for i = 1,..., K,  and (iii) hi(z)/ PKt(Z ) Ro(Z)zNK~ +1 ~ (g~o, Ro(1/%) ~A 0, 
sO 
~gl M--1 " z(NI+I)M {~ M--1 z(N2+I)M 
1% Z hi, nznM+i @ p=(z M) f (~) = ~oY~ ,=o Y a , .~ '+~ + p , (~)  tn=o ~=o 
l z(NKI-I+I)M t~1M-1  M--1 hi(,gM) I It • .. y e , j~+~ + y ~ ... 
X ~- PKI-I(zM) (n=O i=O i=o PKI(zM) Ro(zM) " 
(4.3) 
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By Lemma 10 we immediately have 
M-1 h~(zM) 
E Ro(~M7 ~=o PK~(Z") z ~ e .~. (4.4) 
On the other hand, for any d(z 7 e ~,  d(z)/Pk(zM7 can be transformed, as in 
the proof of Lemma 4, into 
P(zM) zM), (4.5) d(z) ~-~)g / (1  1 . t zM P~(z M) 1 
where p(z) is a polynomial such that p(z)/(1 -- tz) ~ ~,  and can be shown to 
belong to ~ by using Lemma 8 twice. 
Therefore, from (4.3), (4.4), and repeated use of the fact that ~ is closed 
under the shift operation we have f (z )  ~ ~ and this completes the proof. 
From the lemmas hitherto stated we can easily derived <go C ~.  Here we 
describe a procedure to show that a given f (z)  e Wo belongs to ~.  
Inverse poles of f (z)  satisfy condition (1) or condition (2 7 of (3.7) and we 
only consider case (1) since case (2) can be treated in a similar way. 
First we decompose f (z )  into the sum of z~f~(z~'t)'s a in Lemma 9 for a 
sufficiently large common multiplier M of l 2 ,..., l~, which are defined in (3.8). 
As inverse poles of everyfi(z ) are 0~ 1M, %+a,'",M %M, where al M >~ ] u~+IM I,..., I c~ M I 
and all j~(z) can be made to have a common denominator, that is, f~(z 7 = 
Q~(z)/P(z) Such that Q~(1/~i u) =/- O, by the latter half of (2) of Lemma 9. 
Therefore f (z )  ~ ~ by Lemma 11 and we have c~ o C ~.  
THEOREM 7. A rational function f (z)  with integral coe~cients i a generating 
function for a DOL growth function if and only if (i) f ( z  7 is a polynomial a0 -q- 
alz @ ".. + an zn with a o .... , an > O, or (ii) f (z)  satisfies: 
(1) The constant erm of its denominator is 1; 
(2) its coefficients an'S of the Taylor expansion in the neighborhood of z ~ 0 
satisfy a,~ > 0 and a,~+l/a n : bounded for all n >~ 0; and 
(3) every pole z o of the minimal absolute value is of the form zo = re, where 
r =[z  o [ and e is a root of unity. 
The next theorem is a corollary of Theorem 7 and characterizes generating 
functions for a DOL growth function in terms of functional composition and 
can be easily obtained by examining the right-hand sides of (4.3 7 and (4.5) and 
Lemma 8. 
TI-IEORI~M 8. The class of generating functions for DOL growth functions is a 
minimal class of rational functions uch that 
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(i) it contains the constant 1; and 
(ii) it is closed under addition, shift, and quasi-quotient. 
Furthermore, in constructing any function in this class using the above operations, 
the depth of the nest of the quasi-quotient can be made at most 2. 
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